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Classical STRIPS Planning

Alan Fern *

* Based in part on slides by Daniel Weld.
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Why care about classical planning?

h Places an emphasis on analyzing the combinatorial 
structure of problems
5 Developed a many powerful ideas in this direction
5 MDP research has mostly ignored this type of analysis

h Classical planners tend scale much better to large 
state spaces by leveraging those ideas

h Replanning: many stabilized environments ~satisfy 
classical assumptions (e.g. robotic crate mover)
5 It is possible to  handle minor assumption violations through 

replanning and execution monitoring
5 The world is often not so random and can be effectively 

thought about deterministically
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Why care about classical planning?

h Ideas from classical planning techniques often form 
the basis for developing non-classical planning 
techniques
5 Using classical planners as a component of  probabilistic 

planning [Yoon et al. 2008]
(i.e. reducing probabilistic planning to classical planning)

5 Using classical planners as components of robot task-and-
motion planning [Garrett et al. 2017].



Multi-Object	Pick	and	Place



Abstractions and representations
• Real problem
• Stacking blocks with a robot

• Abstraction
• Pybullet simulation
• Pybullet simulation without physics
• Robot always comes from the top
• …

• Representation
• Geometry + kinematics
• State space
• Relational representation
• …





# Vertices: 602
# Faces: 1200
#
####
v -0.017051 -0.013417 0.000873
v -0.005632 -0.016098 0.001265
v -0.003712 -0.022215 0.000769
v 0.000995 -0.018771 0.000291
v -0.011920 -0.015537 0.000801
…
f 5 24 2
f 28 4 6
f 21 1 22
f 65 14 60
f 46 7 56
f 7 72 56
f 67 19 14
f 35 47 8
…

apple.obj



<sdf version='1.6'>
<model name='apple'>
<link name='base_link_apple'>
<pose frame=''>0 0 0 0 -0 0</pose>
<inertial>
<pose frame=''>0 0 0.035 0 -0 0</pose>
<mass>0.1</mass>
<inertia>
<ixx>0.000363</ixx>
<ixy>0</ixy>
<ixz>0</ixz>
<iyy>0.000363</iyy>
<iyz>0</iyz>
<izz>0.000363</izz>

</inertia>
</inertial>
<visual name='apple_visual'>
<pose frame=''>0 0 0 0 0 0</pose>
<geometry>
<mesh>
<scale>1 1 1</scale>
<uri>apple_1200_faces.obj</uri>

</mesh>
</geometry>
<material>
<diffuse>0.4 0.4 0.4 1.0</diffuse>

</material>
</visual>

<collision name='collision'>
<laser_retro>0</laser_retro>
<max_contacts>10</max_contacts>
<pose frame=''>0 0 0 0 0 0</pose>
<geometry>
<mesh>
<scale>1 1 1</scale>
<uri>apple_1200_faces.obj</uri>

</mesh>
</geometry>
<surface>
<friction>
<ode>
<mu>1</mu>
<mu2>1</mu2>
<fdir1>0 0 0</fdir1>
<slip1>0</slip1>
<slip2>0</slip2>

</ode>
<torsional>
<coefficient>1</coefficient>
<patch_radius>0</patch_radius>
<surface_radius>0</surface_radius>
<use_patch_radius>1</use_patch_radius>
<ode>
<slip>0</slip>

</ode>
</torsional>

</friction>

apple.sdf



 URDF: Unified Robot 
Description Format

• Robot Operating System (ROS) is a
common robot middleware framework

• ROS uses URDF to specify the
kinematics of articulated structures

• Kinematics represented as tree with
links as nodes, joint transforms as edges

• Amenable to matrix stack recursion

• URDF tree is specified through XML
with nested joint tags

<robot name="test_robot">
  <link name="link1" />
  <link name="link2" />
  <link name="link3" />
  <link name="link4" />

  <joint name="joint1" type="continuous">
    <parent link="link1"/>
    <child link="link2"/>
    <origin xyz="5 3 0" rpy="0 0 0" />
    <axis xyz="-0.9 0.15 0" />
  </joint>

  <joint name="joint2" type="continuous">
    <parent link="link1"/>
    <child link="link3"/>
    <origin xyz="-2 5 0" rpy="0 0 1.57" />
    <axis xyz="-0.707 0.707 0" />
  </joint>

  <joint name="joint3" type="continuous">
    <parent link="link3"/>
    <child link="link4"/>
    <origin xyz="5 0 0" rpy="0 0 -1.57" />
    <axis xyz="0.707 -0.707 0" />
  </joint>
</robot>http://wiki.ros.org/urdf/Tutorials/Create%20your%20own%20urdf%20file UM EECS 398/598 - autorob.github.io



Representation: Integer coordinates

• Each object (blocks or ground) can be represented by: object_id, 
coordinate_x, coordinate_y. 
• The ground has a fixed coordinate (0, 0). 
• The only operation is Move(i, j), which moves object i onto the object 

j in the operating world if i is movable and j is placeable.
• An object i is movable iff it is not the ground and there are no blocks 

on it, i.e. ∀j ¬(Up(i, j) ∧ SameX(i, j)). 
• Object i is placeable iff it is the ground or there are no blocks on it. 



Shakey 1966 – 1972 
Nilsson et al.
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Blocks-World Example

§ A robot hand can move blocks on a table
§ The hand cannot hold more than one block at a time
§ No two blocks can fit directly on the same block
§ The table is arbitrarily large

A B
C

TABLE

J. C. Latombe - Stanford
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Planning as Graph Search

h It is easy to view planning as a graph search 
problem

hNodes/vertices = possible states

hDirected Arcs = actions

hSolution: path from the initial state (i.e. vertex) to 
one state/vertices that satisfies the goal
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Search Space: Blocks World

Graph is finite

Initial State Goal State
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Planning as Graph Search

hPlanning is just finding a path in a graph
5Why not just use standard graph algorithms for finding 

paths? 

hAnswer: graphs are exponentially large in the 
problem encoding size (i.e. size of STRIPS 
problems). 
5But, standard algorithms are poly-time in graph size
5So standard algorithms would require exponential time

hCan we do better than this?
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Introduction Planning History STRIPS Planning Complexity PDDL Language Conclusion References

ps. “Making Fully Automatic Algorithms E↵ective”

n blocks, 1 hand.

A single action either takes a block with the hand or puts a
block we’re holding onto some other block/the table.

blocks states
1 1
2 3
3 13
4 73
5 501
6 4051
7 37633
8 394353

blocks states
9 4596553

10 58941091
11 824073141
12 12470162233
13 202976401213
14 3535017524403
15 65573803186921
16 1290434218669921

! State spaces typically are huge even for simple problems.

! In other words: Even solving “simple problems” automatically (without help
from a human) requires a form of intelligence. With blind search, even the
largest super-computer in the world won’t scale beyond 20 blocks!
Jörg Ho↵mann Artificial Intelligence Chapter 13: Planning, Part I 9/67
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Representing States

holding(A)
clear(B)
on(B,C)
onTable(C)
State 1

handEmpty
clear(A)
on(A,B)
on(B,C)
onTable(C)
State 2

C

A
B

C

A
B

World states are represented as sets of facts.

We will also refer to facts as propositions. 

Closed World Assumption (CWA):
Fact not listed in a state are assumed to be false. Under CWA
we are assuming the agent has full observability.
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Representing Goals
Goals are also represented as sets of facts. 

For example { on(A,B) } is a goal in the blocks world.

A goal state is any state that contains all the goal facts.

handEmpty
clear(A)
on(A,B)
on(B,C)
onTable(C)
State 1

C

A
B

holding(A)
clear(B)
on(B,C)
onTable(C)
State 2

C

A
B

State 1 is a goal state for the goal { on(A,B) }. 
State 2 is not a goal state for the goal { on(A,B) }.
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Representing Action in STRIPS

holding(A)
clear(B)
on(B,C)
onTable(C)
State 1

handEmpty
clear(A)
on(A,B)
on(B,C)
onTable(C)
State 2

PutDown(A,B)

C

A
B

C

A
B

A STRIPS action definition specifies: 
1) a set PRE of preconditions facts
2) a set ADD of add effect facts 
3) a set DEL of delete effect facts

PutDown(A,B):

PRE: { holding(A), clear(B) }
ADD: { on(A,B), handEmpty, clear(A) }
DEL:  { holding(A), clear(B) }
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Semantics of STRIPS Actions

holding(A)
clear(B)
on(B,C)
onTable(C)

S

handEmpty
clear(A)
on(A,B)
on(B,C)
onTable(C)
S È ADD – DEL

PutDown(A,B)

C

A
B

C

A
B

• A STRIPS action is applicable (or allowed) in a state when its 
preconditions are contained in the state.

• Taking an action in a state S results in a new state S È ADD – DEL
(i.e. add the add effects and remove the delete effects)

PutDown(A,B):

PRE: { holding(A), clear(B) }
ADD: { on(A,B), handEmpty, clear(A)}
DEL:  { holding(A), clear(B) }
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STRIPS Planning Problems

PutDown(A,B):
PRE: { holding(A), clear(B) }
ADD: { on(A,B), handEmpty, clear(A)}
DEL:  { holding(A), clear(B) }

A STRIPS planning problem specifies: 
1) an initial state S
2) a goal G 
3) a set of STRIPS actions 

holding(A)
clear(B)
onTable(B)

Initial State 

A

B on(A,B)

Goal 

PutDown(B,A):
PRE: { holding(B), clear(A) }
ADD: { on(B,A), handEmpty, clear(B) }
DEL:  { holding(B), clear(A) }

STRIPS Actions

Example Problem:

Objective: find a “short” action sequence reaching a goal state,
or report that the goal is unachievable

Solution: (PutDown(A,B))
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Propositional Planners
h For clarity we have written propositions such as on(A,B) in 

terms of objects (e.g. A and B) and predicates (e.g. on).   

h However, the planners we will consider ignore the internal 
structure of propositions such as on(A,B). 

h Such planners are called propositional planners as opposed 
to first-order or relational planners

h Thus it will make no difference to the planner if we replace 
every occurrence of “on(A,B)” in a problem with “prop1” (and so 
on for other propositions)

h It feels wrong to ignore the existence of objects. But currently 
propositional planners are the state-of-the-art.

holding(A)
clear(B)
onTable(B)

Initial State 

on(A,B)

Goal 

prop2
prop3
prop4

Initial State 

prop1

Goal 
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STRIPS Action Schemas

PutDown(x,y):

PRE: { holding(x), clear(y) }
ADD: { on(x,y), handEmpty, clear(x) }
DEL:  { holding(x), clear(y) }

For convenience we typically specify problems via action 
schemas rather than writing out individual STRIPS actions. 

Action Schema: (x and y are variables)

PutDown(A,B):
PRE: { holding(A), clear(B) }
ADD: { on(A,B), handEmpty, clear(A) }
DEL:  { holding(A), clear(B) }

PutDown(B,A):
PRE: { holding(B), clear(A) }
ADD: { on(B,A), handEmpty, clear(B) }
DEL:  { holding(B), clear(A) }

h Each way of replacing variables with objects from the initial 
state and goal yields a “ground” STRIPS action.

h Given a set of schemas, an initial state, and a goal, 
propositional planners compile schemas into ground actions 
and then ignore the existence of objects thereafter.

. . . .



Features of the representation

• For computational and learning reasons, we want a compact, 
structured representation of the transition model.  
• The STRIPS/PDDL representation allows compact encoding of 

transitions
• Factored – states represented as combination of simple facts
• Relational – objects and relations between objects

• Action effects are sparse
• An action instance affects few facts
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Problems in representation

Frame problem: List everything that does not 
change. It no more is a significant problem 
because what is not listed as changing (via the 
add and delete lists) is assumed to be not 
changing.

Qualification problem: Can we list every 
precondition for an action? For instance, in 
order for PICKUP to work, the block should not 
be glued to the table, it should not be nailed to 
the table, …
It still is a problem. A partial solution is to 
prioritize preconditions, i.e., separate out the 
preconditions that are worth achieving.

Tomas Lozano-Perez
https://pages.mtu.edu/~nilufer/classes/cs4811/2005-spring/lecture-slides/cs4811-ch08b-planning.pdf
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Problems in representation (cont’d)

Ramification problem: Can we list every result 
of an action? For instance, if a block is picked 
up its shadow changes location, the weight on 
the table decreases, ... 
It still is a problem. A partial solution is to code 
rules so that inferences can be made. For 
instance, allow rules to calculate where the 
shadow would be, given the positions of the 
light source and the object. When the position 
of the object changes, its shadow changes too. 

Tomas Lozano-Perez
https://pages.mtu.edu/~nilufer/classes/cs4811/2005-spring/lecture-slides/cs4811-ch08b-planning.pdf
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(Oh no it’s) The Blocksworld

Initial State Goal State

D

B

A

C

E

D

CBAE

Facts: on(x, y), onTable(x), clear(x), holding(x), armEmpty().

Initial state: {onTable(E), clear(E), . . . , onTable(C), on(D,C),
clear(D), armEmpty()}.
Goal: {on(E,C), on(C,A), on(B,D)}.
Actions: stack(x, y), unstack(x, y), putdown(x), pickup(x).

stack(x, y)? pre : {holding(x), clear(y)}
add : {on(x, y), armEmpty()}
del : {holding(x), clear(y)}.

Jörg Ho↵mann Artificial Intelligence Chapter 13: Planning, Part I 31/67
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Questionnaire

Question!

Which are correct encodings of the STRIPS Blocksworld pickup(x)
action schema?
(A): ({onTable(x), clear(x),

armEmpty()},
{holding(x)},
{onTable(x)}).

(C): ({onTable(x), clear(x),
armEmpty()},
{holding(x)}, {onTable(x),
armEmpty(), clear(x)}).

(B): ({onTable(x), clear(x),
armEmpty()},
{holding(x)},
{armEmpty()}).

(D): ({onTable(x), clear(x),
armEmpty()},
{holding(x)}, {onTable(x),
armEmpty()}).

Jörg Ho↵mann Artificial Intelligence Chapter 13: Planning, Part I 32/66
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“TSP” in Australia

[! Strictly speaking, this is not actually a TSP problem instance; simplified/adapted
for illustration.]

Jörg Ho↵mann Artificial Intelligence Chapter 13: Planning, Part I 26/67
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STRIPS Encoding of “TSP”

Facts P : {at(x), visited(x) | x 2 {Sydney,Adelaide,Brisbane,Perth,Darwin}}.
Initial state I: {at(Sydney), visited(Sydney)}.
Goal G:

{at(Sydney)} [ {visited(x) | x 2 {Sydney,Adelaide,Brisbane,Perth,Darwin}}.
Actions a 2 A: drive(x, y) where x, y have a road.

Precondition prea: {at(x)}.
Add list adda: {at(y), visited(y)}.
Delete list dela: {at(x)}.
Plan: hdrive(Sydney,Brisbane), drive(Brisbane,Sydney), drive(Sydney,Adelaide),
drive(Adelaide,Perth), drive(Perth,Adelaide), drive(Adelaide,Darwin),
drive(Darwin,Adelaide), drive(Adelaide,Sydney)i.

Jörg Ho↵mann Artificial Intelligence Chapter 13: Planning, Part I 27/67
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STRIPS Encoding of Simplified “TSP”

Facts P : {at(x), visited(x) | x 2 {Sydney,Adelaide,Brisbane}}.
Initial state I: {at(Sydney), visited(Sydney)}.
Goal G: {visited(x) | x 2 {Sydney,Adelaide,Brisbane}}. (Note: no “at(Sydney)”.)

Actions a 2 A: drive(x, y) where x, y have a road.

Precondition prea: {at(x)}.
Add list adda: {at(y), visited(y)}.
Delete list dela: {at(x)}.

Jörg Ho↵mann Artificial Intelligence Chapter 13: Planning, Part I 29/67
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STRIPS Encoding of Simplified “TSP”: State Space

drive A
d Sy

dr
iv

e 
Br S

y

drive Sy Ad

drive Sy Brdrive Ad Sy

drive Br Sy

dr
iv

e 
Sy 

Br

drive Sy A
d

{at(Sy), v(Sy)}

{at(Br), v(Sy), v(Br)}

{at(Ad), v(Sy), v(Ad)}

{at(Sy), v(Sy), v(Br)}

{at(Sy), v(Sy), v(Ad)}

{at(Ad), v(Sy), v(Br), v(Ad)}

{at(Br), v(Sy), v(Ad), v(Br)}

{at(Sy), v(Sy), v(Ad), v(Br)}

! Is this actually the state space? No, only the reachable part. E.g., ⇥⇧

also includes the states {v(Sy)} and {at(Sy), at(Br)}.

Jörg Ho↵mann Artificial Intelligence Chapter 13: Planning, Part I 30/67
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STRIPS Versus PDDL
h Your book refers to the PDDL language for defining planning 

problems rather than STRIPS

h The Planning Domain Description Language (PDDL) was 

defined by planning researchers as a standard language for 

defining planning problems

5 Includes STRIPS as special case along with more advanced features

5 Some simple additional features include: type specification for objects, 

negated preconditions, conditional add/del effects

5 Some more advanced features include allowing numeric variables and 

durative actions

h Most planners you can download take PDDL as input

5 Majority only support the simple PDDL features (essentially STRIPS)

5 PDDL syntax is easy to learn from examples packaged with planners, 

but a definition of the STRIPS fragment can be found at: 

http://eecs.oregonstate.edu/ipc-learn/documents/strips-pddl-subset.pdf
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Introduction Planning History STRIPS Planning Complexity PDDL Language Conclusion References

PDDL Quick Facts

PDDL is not a propositional language:

Representation is lifted, using object variables to be instantiated
from a finite set of objects. (Similar to predicate logic)

Action schemas parameterized by objects.

Predicates to be instantiated with objects.

A PDDL planning task comes in two pieces:

The domain file and the problem file.

The problem file gives the objects, the initial state, and the goal
state.

The domain file gives the predicates and the operators; each
benchmark domain has one domain file.

Jörg Ho↵mann Artificial Intelligence Chapter 13: Planning, Part I 46/67
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The Blocksworld in PDDL: Domain File

Initial State Goal State

D

B

A

C

E

D

CBAE

(define (domain blocksworld)
(:predicates (clear ?x) (holding ?x) (on ?x ?y)

(on-table ?x) (arm-empty))
(:action stack
:parameters (?x ?y)
:precondition (and (clear ?y) (holding ?x))
:e↵ect (and (arm-empty) (on ?x ?y)

(not (clear ?y)) (not (holding ?x)))
)
. . .

Jörg Ho↵mann Artificial Intelligence Chapter 13: Planning, Part I 47/67
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Introduction Planning History STRIPS Planning Complexity PDDL Language Conclusion References

The Blocksworld in PDDL: Problem File

Initial State Goal State

D

B

A

C

E

D

CBAE

(define (problem bw-abcde)
(:domain blocksworld)
(:objects a b c d e)
(:init (on-table a) (clear a)

(on-table b) (clear b)
(on-table e) (clear e)
(on-table c) (on d c) (clear d)
(arm-empty))

(:goal (and (on e c) (on c a) (on b d))))

Jörg Ho↵mann Artificial Intelligence Chapter 13: Planning, Part I 48/67
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Properties of Planners

h A planner is sound if any action sequence it returns 
is a true solution

h A planner is complete if it outputs an action 
sequence or “no solution” for any input problem

h A planner is optimal if it always returns the shortest 
possible solution

Is optimality an important requirement?

Is it a reasonable requirement?
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Complexity of STRIPS Planning

h PlanSAT is decidable.
5 Why?

h In general PlanSAT is PSPACE-complete! 
Just finding a plan is hard in the worst case.
5 even when actions limited to just 2 preconditions and 2 effects

PlanSAT
Given: a STRIPS planning problem
Output:  “yes” if problem is solvable, otherwise “no”

NOTE: PSPACE is set of all problems that are decidable in polynomial space.
PSPACE-complete is widely believed to strictly contain NP.

Does this mean that we should give up on AI planning?
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The Blocksworld is Hard?

Initial State Goal State

D

B

A

C

E

D

CBAE

Jörg Ho↵mann Artificial Intelligence Chapter 13: Planning, Part I 42/67
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The Blocksworld is Hard!

P

RAE

S

V

M

K

Y

G

O

T

J

Z

X

H

N

I

U

W

B

Q

L

F

D

C

Goal State

I

ODN

Z

X

C

V

B

M

A

S

F

G

H

H

J

K

L

Q

W

E

R

T

Y

U

Initial State

Jörg Ho↵mann Artificial Intelligence Chapter 13: Planning, Part I 42/67
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Satisficing vs. Optimality

?

h While just finding a plan is hard in the worst case, for many 
planning domains, finding a plan is easy.

h However finding optimal solutions can still be hard in those 
domains. 
5 For example, optimal planning in the blocks world is NP-complete.

h In practice it is often sufficient to find “good” solutions 
“quickly” although they may not be optimal. 
5 This is often referred to as the “satisficing” objective.
5 For example, producing approx. optimal blocks world solutions can 

be done in linear time. How?
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Satisficing
hStill finding satisficing plans for arbitrary STRIPS 

problems is not easy.
5Must still deal with the exponential size of the 

underlying state spaces

hWhy might we be able to do better than generic 
graph algorithms?

h Answer: we have the compact and structured 
STRIPS description of problems
5Try to leverage structure in these descriptions to 

intelligently search for solutions

hWe will now consider several frameworks for 
doing this, in historical order.
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Planning Methods
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Forward Planning

A B
C

A B
C

A B C A C

B

A C
B

A

C
B

A

C
B

A

B
C

A B

C

Unstack(C,A))

Pickup(B)

Goal: On(B,A) Ù On(C,B)
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Need for an Accurate Heuristic

§ Forward planning simply searches the space of 
world states from the initial to the goal state

§ Imagine an agent with a large library of 
actions, whose goal is G, e.g., G = Have(Milk)

§ In general, many actions are applicable to any 
given state, so the branching factor is huge

§ In any given state, most applicable actions are 
irrelevant to reaching the goal Have(Milk)
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Need for an Accurate Heuristic

§ What are some candidates for heuristics?



Recall: 
Heuristics from Relaxation

§ Relaxation gives us a consistent heuristic
§ Delete relaxation = drop negative effects
§ Heuristic value related to a “plan” to achieve 

the goal given relaxed operators.
§ Note that the “planning” is done for every call 

to the heuristic function in the planning 
search, so it needs to be relatively efficient 
to compute.

44
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Action Representation
Right
§ Precondition = In(Robot, R1)
§ Delete-list = In(Robot, R1)
§ Add-list = In(Robot, R2)

R1 R2 R1 R2

In(Robot, R1) Ù Clean(R1) In(Robot, R2) Ù Clean(R1)

Right
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Other Actions
Left
§ P = In(Robot, R2)
§ D = In(Robot, R2)
§ A = In(Robot, R1)

Suck(r)
§ P = In(Robot, r)
§ D = Æ [empty list]
§ A = Clean(r)
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R1 R2

Planning Graph for a State of the 
Vacuum Robot

In(Robot,R1)
Clean(R1)
In(Robot,R2) 
Clean(R2)

Left

Suck(R2)

A1 S2

In(Robot,R1)
Clean(R1)

F0

Right

Suck(R1)

In(Robot,R1)
Clean(R1)
In(Robot,R2) 

F1A0

§ F0 contains the state’s propositions/facts (here, the initial state)
§ A0 contains all actions whose preconditions appear in S0
§ F1 contains all propositions that were in F0 or are contained in the 

add lists of the actions in A0
§ Fo, F1 contains all propositions that may be true in the state 

reached after the first action
§ A1 contains all actions not already in A0 whose preconditions appear 

in F1, hence that may be executable in the state reached after 
executing the first action. Etc...

Facts remain
True
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Planning Graph for a State of the 
Vacuum Robot

In(Robot,R1)
Clean(R1)
In(Robot,R2) 
Clean(R2)

Left

Suck(R2)

A1 F2

In(Robot,R1)
Clean(R1)

F0

Right

Suck(R1)

In(Robot,R1)
Clean(R1)
In(Robot,R2) 

F1A0

§ The smallest value of i such that Fi contains all the goal 
propositions is called the level cost of the goal (here i=2) 

§ By construction of the planning graph, it is a lower bound on the 
number of actions needed to reach the goal

§ In this case, 2 is the actual length of the shortest path to the goal

R1 R2
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Planning Graph for Another State

In(Robot,R2)
Clean(R1)

F0

Left

Suck(R2)

In(Robot,R2)
Clean(R1)
In(Robot,R1)
Clean(R2)

F1A0

§ The level cost of the goal is 1, which again is the actual length of 
the shortest path to the goal

R1 R2
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Computing the Relaxed Planning 
Graph (RPG)
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Application of Planning Graphs to 
Forward Planning

§ Whenever a new node is generated, compute the planning 
graph of its state [update the planning graph at the parent node]

§ Stop computing the planning graph when:
• Either the goal propositions are in a set Fi

[then i is the level cost of the goal]
• Or when Fi+1 = Fi (the planning graph has leveled off)

[then the generated node is not on a solution path]
§ Set the heuristic hmax(N) of a node N to the level cost of 

the goal for the state of N
§ hmax is a consistent heuristic for unit-cost actions
§ Hence, A* using hmax yields a solution with minimum 

number of actions 
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Size of Planning Graph

In(Robot,R1)
Clean(R1)
In(Robot,R2) 
Clean(R2)

Left

Suck(R2)

A1 F2

In(Robot,R1)
Clean(R1)

F0

Right

Suck(R1)

In(Robot,R1)
Clean(R1)
In(Robot,R2) 

F1A0

§ An action appears at most once
§ A proposition is added at most once and each Fk (k ¹ i) 

is a strict superset of Fk-1
§ So, the number of levels is bounded by 

Min{number of actions, number of propositions}
§ In contrast, the state space can be exponential in the 

number of propositions (why?)
§ The computation of the planning graph may save a lot 

of unnecessary search work
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Better heuristics for planning

§ hmax is admissible and consistent but not very accurate.  
An estimate of the number of actions to achieve the 
“most difficult” goal condition.

§ hadd is the sum of the levels at which each of the goal 
conditions appear.  This is not admissible (why?). But, in 
practice it works much better than hmax if our objective 
is to find any plan (satisficing planning).

§ h+ is the length of the optimal relaxed plan (using relaxed 
operators).  This would be great but it is NP-hard to 
compute (by reduction to set-cover).

§ hFF is an approximation to h+ using best supporters for 
each goal condition.  Constructs a relaxed plan.



G1 G2

G0
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Best achievers for Vacuum Robot

In(Robot,R1)
Clean(R1)
In(Robot,R2) 
Clean(R2)

Left

Suck(R2)

A1 F2

In(Robot,R1)
Clean(R1)

F0

Right

Suck(R1)

In(Robot,R1)
Clean(R1)
In(Robot,R2) 

F1A0

§ Backward pass from deepest goal condition.  At each level…
§ Find (cheapest) action that achieves the goal conditions at this level
§ Add the preconditions of the action to the goal conditions at the appropriate 

level
§ Return selected actions
§ Heuristic value is the count of these actions.

R1 R2
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Preferred/Helpful Actions

§ Use only actions that occur in the relaxed plan found by 
hFF

§ This has been found to be extremely powerful and is used 
in one way or another by most PDDL planners
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Take Home

§ Delete relaxation heuristics, specially hFF, have 
transformed classical planning, leading to very effective 
planners.

§ More powerful heuristics (including some admissible ones) 
have been developed but they also exploit relaxation.

§ Note that this approach gives us a domain-independent 
algorithm for deriving effective heuristics.

§ It exploits the representation of states and actions (factoring 
and sparse effects)



Which is better?
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Goal-Relevant Action
§ An action is relevant to achieving a goal 

if a proposition in its add list matches a 
sub-goal proposition

§ For example:
Stack(B,A)
P  = Holding(B) Ù Block(B) Ù Block(A) Ù Clear(A)
D = Clear(A), Holding(B), 
A = On(B,A), Clear(B), Handempty

is relevant to achieving On(B,A)ÙOn(C,B)
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Regression of a Goal

The regression of a goal G through an 
action A is the least constraining
precondition R[G,A] such that:

If a state S satisfies R[G,A] then:
1. The precondition of A is satisfied in S
2. Applying A to S yields a state that 

satisfies G
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Example

§ G = On(B,A) Ù On(C,B)

§ Stack(C,B)
P = Holding(C) Ù Block(C) Ù Block(B) Ù Clear(B)
D = Clear(B), Holding(C) 
A = On(C,B), Clear(C), Handempty

§ R[G,Stack(C,B)] =
On(B,A) Ù
Holding(C) Ù Block(C)  Ù Block(B) Ù Clear(B)
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Example

§ G = On(B,A) Ù On(C,B)

§ Stack(C,B)
P = Holding(C) Ù Block(C) Ù Block(B) Ù Clear(B)
D = Clear(B), Holding(C) 
A = On(C,B), Clear(C), Handempty

§ R[G,Stack(C,B)] =
On(B,A) Ù
Holding(C) Ù Block(C)  Ù Block(B) Ù Clear(B)
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Computation of R[G,A]

1. If any sub-goal of G is in A’s delete list 
then return False

2. Else
a. G’ ß Precondition of A
b. For every sub-goal SG of G do

If SG is not in A’s add list then add SG to G’
3. Return G’
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Backward Planning
On(B,A) Ù On(C,B)

A B
C

Initial state
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Backward Planning
On(B,A) Ù On(C,B)

Stack(C,B)

On(B,A) Ù Holding(C) Ù Clear(B)

Clear(C) Ù On(C,Table) Ù Clear(A) Ù Handempty Ù Clear(B) Ù On(B,Table)

Clear(C) Ù On(C,TABLE) Ù Holding(B) Ù Clear(A)
Stack(B,A)

Pickup(B)

Putdown(C)

Clear(A) Ù Clear(B) Ù On(B,Table) Ù Holding(C)
Unstack(C,A)

Clear(B) Ù On(B,Table) Ù Clear(C) Ù Handempty Ù On(C,A)

Pickup(C)

On(B,A) Ù Clear(B) Ù Handempty Ù Clear(C) Ù On(C,Table)

A B
C

Initial state
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Backward Planning
On(B,A) Ù On(C,B)

Stack(C,B)

On(B,A) Ù Holding(C) Ù Clear(B)

Clear(C) Ù On(C,Table) Ù Clear(A) Ù Handempty Ù Clear(B) Ù On(B,Table)

Clear(C) Ù On(C,TABLE) Ù Holding(B) Ù Clear(A)
Stack(B,A)

Pickup(B)

Putdown(C)

Clear(A) Ù Clear(B) Ù On(B,Table) Ù Holding(C)
Unstack(C,A)

Clear(B) Ù On(B,Table) Ù Clear(C) Ù Handempty Ù On(C,A)

Pickup(C)

On(B,A) Ù Clear(B) Ù Handempty Ù Clear(C) Ù On(C,Table)

A B
C

Initial state
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§ Backward planning searches a space of goals
from the original goal of the problem to a goal 
that is satisfied in the initial state

§ There are often fewer actions relevant to a 
goal than there are actions applicable to a 
state à smaller branching factor than in 
forward planning

§ The lengths of the solution paths are the 
same

Search Tree
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A consistent heuristic is obtained as follows :

1. Pre-compute the planning graph of the initial state 
until it levels off

2. For each node N added to the search tree, set 
h(N) to the level cost of the goal associated with N

If the goal associated with N can’t be satisfied in any set 
Sk of the planning graph, it can’t be achieved, so prune it!

A single planning graph is computed

Consistent Heuristic for 
Backward Planning
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How Does Backward Planning 
Detect Dead-Ends?

On(B,A) Ù On(C,B)
Stack(C,B)
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How Does Backward Planning 
Detect Dead-Ends?

On(B,A) Ù On(C,B)
Stack(B,A)

Holding(B) Ù Clear(A) Ù On(C,B) 
Stack(C,B)

Holding(B) Ù Clear(A) Ù Holding(C) Ù Clear (B)
Pick(B)   [delete list contains Clear(B)]

False
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How Does Backward Planning 
Detect Dead-Ends?

On(B,A) Ù On(C,B)
Stack(B,A)

Holding(B) Ù Clear(A) Ù On(C,B) 

A state constraint such as 
Holding(x) à ¬($y)On(y,x)
would have made it possible 
to prune the path earlier



Which is better?




